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EZ-RJ45 Crimp Tool • EZ-RJPRO Crimp Tool • EZ-RJ45 • CAT5e and CAT6 Modular Plugs

Make the easiest CAT5e and
CAT6 terminations ever!

FEATURES
» Use the EZ-RJ45 Crimp Tool with EZ-RJ45 ® CAT5e
and CAT6 Modular Plugs for an easy modular
connection system.
» EZ-RJPRO Crimp Tool is the professional’s choice
to crimp and trim RJ-45 and RJ-12/11 connectors
in one step.
» Crimp Tools work with most RJ-45 or RJ-45,
RJ-11, and RJ-12 connectors (except AMP).
» Get a uniform crimp each time with the
ratcheted straight action motion.
» Replacement trimming blades are available.
» Insert wires straight through the EZ-RJ45 CAT5e
or CAT6 Modular Plug.
» The plug’s simple on-piece design eliminates a
loading bar and liners.
» Verify proper wiring at a glance.
» Modular Plugs are guaranteed for life!
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Buyer’s Guide | EZ-RJ45 and EZ-PRO Crimp Tools

OVERVIEW
Use the EZ-RJ45 Crimp Tool (FT1100A) with EZ-RJ45 CAT5e and
CAT6 RJ-45 Modular Plugs for an easy modular connector system. Or
use the professionals’ choice (EZ-RJPRO Crimp Tool, FT1150A) to crimp
and trim RJ-45 and RJ-12/11 connectors in one step.
Both crimp tools work with most RJ-45 connectors (except AMP),
and provide uniform crimp each time with the ratcheted straight
action motion. Plus, they feature precision cast crimping dies, and a
built-in wire cutter and stripper for silver satin. And the Crimp Tools
are constructed of an all-steel frame with rust-resistant black oxide
finish.
The EZ-RJPRO Crimp Tool (FT1150A) crimps and trims RJ-45 and
RJ-12/11 connectors. It works with most RJ-11, RJ-12, and RJ-45 connectors (except AMP). It also features handles with a moulded rubber
grip for extra comfort and a secure grip.
Replacement blades for both tools are available: choose the
EZ-RJ45 Crimp Tool Replacement Blades (FT1101) for either the
FT1100A and/or the FT1150A. If you have the EZ-PRO Crimp Tool
(FT1150A), you also have the option to select the EZ-PRO Crimp Tool
Replacement Blades (FT1151).
Now that you have your tools, you’re ready to go to work. You’ll
also need modular plugs. Although the Crimp Tools work with any
type (except AMP) of RJ-45 only (FT1100A) or RJ-45 and RJ-12/11
connectors (FT1150A), we also offer premium connectors in packs
of 15 or 30. Select the EZ-RJ45 CAT5e Modular Plugs (CATEEZ15PAK or CATEEZ-30PAK) or the EZ-RJ45 CAT6 Modular Plugs
(CAT6EZ-15PAK or CAT6EZ-30PAK).
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What’s included
FT1100A:
EZ-RJ crimp tool (EZ-RJ-45
only)
Instruction sheet

FT1150A:
EZ-RJ-PRO crimp tool
(EZ-RJ-45 and EZ-RJ-12/11)
Instruction sheet

Item
Crimp Tools
EZ- R J45
EZ- R JPRO
You may also need…
Replacement Blades for Crimp Tools
for FT1100A or FT1150A
for FT1150A
For premium RJ-45 connectors, order…
EZ-RJ45 Modular Plugs
CAT5e
15-Pack
30-Pack
CAT6
15-Pack
30-Pack

Co de
FT1100A
FT1150A
FT1101
FT1151

CAT5EEZ-15PAK
CAT5EEZ-30PAK
CAT6EZ-15PAK
CAT6EZ-30PAK
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Why Buy From Black Box? Exceptional Value.
Exceptional Tech Support. Period.
Recognise any of these situations?

FT1100A

• You wait more than 30 minutes to get through
to a vendor’s tech support.
• The so-called “tech” can’t help you or gives you
the wrong answer.
• You don’t have a purchase order number and the
tech refuses to help you.
• It’s 9 p.m. and you need help, but your vendor’s
tech support line is closed.

According to a survey by Data Communi cations magazine, 90%
of network managers surveyed say that getting the technical support
they need is extremely important when choosing a vendor. But even
though network managers pay anywhere from 10 to 20% of their
overall purchase price for a basic service and support contract, the
technical support and service they receive falls far short of their
expectations—and certainly isn’t worth what they paid.
At Black Box, we guarantee the best value and the best support.
You can even consult our Technical Support Experts before you buy if
you need help selecting just the right component for your application.
Don’t waste time and money—call Black Box today.
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